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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

COLIN KARPERNICK’S
Muslim Plan to Destabilize USA
9/30/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
FACEBOOK POST - - - by J****** Morrison
Yesterday at 10:56am · Saint Helens, OR ·
THIS IS EXACTLY WHY PRESIDENT TRUMP TOOK A STAND AGAINST THE NFL PROTESTS!!!
READ IT & SHARE THE HELL OUT OF IT, PLEASE!!!
H/T: T****** Semingson
Colin Karpernick converted to Islam, this is an undisputed fact. Islam is on a mission to destroy America.
(It's called HIJRAH -ISLAMIZATION BY MASS IMMIGRATION - I WORKED IN SAUDI ARABIA AND WITNESS TO THIS
PLAN.)
This is an Islamic protest disguised as racism. Islam plants a few converted players into the mix and then
the say it's about police brutality. BLM claims the country is racist and black players call on their buddies to join,
not realizing they are playing right into the hands of Islam.
This is the first step to destabilizing the civilian masses by pitting our citizens against our own flag. Next
they turn the masses against law and order.
When the masses no longer fear the law, society descends into a "them against us" mentality. The NWO
needs civil unrest. This whole "no standing for our flag" was started by a Muslim.
He's home right now laughing his ass off how he set this brilliant plan into motion. The sad part is the
elites (owners) are pushing this because they are NWO globalists.
Why is the NFL in England? Can we say globalist! The globalist are shifting into high gear and today the
NFL stands with BLM and the Muslim takeover of America.
The next thing you will start seeing is large groups of minorities and criminals banning together and
attacking Patriots.
The oddest thing of all, NOT ONE single person has mentioned the 1,700 blacks and others that have been
killed in Chicago so far this year! Because this fake agenda isn't about "black lives matter" at all, it's about turning
the minorities against the police and law enforcement...hence destabilizing our Country.
I am sure Kaepernick was paid millions to start this false flag. To this day, not one cent of the money he
pledged to donate has been given. It's coming, and this is just the beginning.
The NWO plan is to completely destabilize the United States of America.
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